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The article explores the role of cultural diplomacy in Weimar Germany and France’s competing efforts to win the sympathies and support of the United States after the First World War. In the post-war United States, both France and Germany used cultural initiatives to pursue their opposing visions of the new international order: France to maintain and extend wartime cultural alliances beyond the armistice and implement the provisions of the peace treaty; Germany to overturn these very alliances and build a desirable transatlantic ‘friendship’ in line with its efforts to revise the Versailles Treaty. By focusing on the Franco–German rivalry for US affinities, the article calls attention to the transatlantic dynamics of interwar cultural diplomacy. It shows that the emergence of German cultural diplomacy was strongly shaped by French competition for the affections of politically isolationist Americans and that, in general, the rapid expansion of cultural diplomacy in interwar Europe arose from mutual feelings of crisis, starkly competing ambitions as well as the rapid circulation of ideas and practices.

On 20 July 1923, at the very height of the Ruhr crisis, the German ambassador to Washington, Otto Wiedfeldt, sent home an alarming report on French propaganda activities in the United States. At a time when a revision of the Versailles order in general and the end of the French military occupation of the German Ruhr district in particular seemed to hinge on US intervention and a more favorable American public opinion, Wiedfeldt’s assessment was gloomy indeed. France, the ambassador lamented, still fed off the wartime sympathy of American elites and continued to hold the favor of university circles and the American Legion, as well as most US churches, newspapers and philanthropic organisations. America’s first families, Wiedfeldt reported, ‘love or pity “poor little France”, go annually to do their shopping in Paris, (their) daughters are brought up in French finishing schools, and – if they served as nurses in the war – now think back to this time with delight’. Yet according to Wiedfeldt this great regard for France was the product not only of long-standing cultural preference and recent military alliance but also of an effective French propaganda campaign. Working through diplomatic missions, as well as the Alliance Française, a host of language schools, the French departments of US universities, theatres, museums and other cultural organisations across the United States, France had systematically cemented its advantageous wartime position in the early 1920s. French Ambassador Jules Jusserand, in Washington for more than twenty years, generously bestowed decorations, awards and honorary doctorates on faithful US Francophiles, always gracing such ceremonies with some words ‘for France and against Germany’. In the ‘favourable context’ of the post-war years, concluded the German ambassador, ‘French propaganda has been able to play itself out at will’.1
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The German embassy’s exasperated report on French cultural diplomacy was far from an isolated instance. Although the report’s particular length (forty-one pages!) and its degree of despair reflected the specific depth of Germany’s financial and political crisis in mid-1923, it exemplified two broader and remarkably consistent features of Weimar Germany’s politics: an abiding concern for the sympathies of a newly powerful United States, and the constant, well-nigh obsessive observation of French efforts to cultivate US sympathies. This article explores both of these features and their effect on the emergence of a state-driven German cultural diplomacy, in other words systematic efforts to cultivate and manage international cultural relations, after the First World War. Although private actors, including student organisations and US philanthropic foundations, played an important role in inter-war cultural relations, this article focuses primarily on the German Foreign Ministry and German diplomats. This emphasis offers a more nuanced and less economics focused perspective on Germany’s official Amerikapolitik and also provides broader insights into European politics between the wars. Whereas the development of cultural diplomacy is often treated in a national or bilateral context, the article underlines the importance of transnational circulation and international competition in shaping a then-new set of diplomatic practices. It highlights the transatlantic dimension of European cultural diplomacy during a formative period in the twentieth century.

 Scholars have long recognised that German cultural diplomacy in its concerted and state-driven form was a product of the interwar period. The 1920s established forms of cultural outreach which remain among the standard repertoire and institutional backbone of German cultural diplomacy today. The German Foreign Ministry’s Department of Cultural Affairs (Kulturabteilung, est. 1920), the forerunner of the Goethe-Institut (est. 1923), the German Academic Exchange Service (Deutscher Akademischer Austauschdienst, est. 1925), the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation (Alexander von Humboldt-Stiftung, est. 1925) and the Deutsche Welle (est. 1929) all hail from that period. Aware of post-war Germany’s limited hard power options, Weimar statesmen like Foreign Minister Gustav Stresemann (1923–9) turned the management of cultural relations into a legitimate field of German foreign policy. In particular, they used it as an instrument of German revisionism – efforts to revise the economic, territorial, military and moral implications of the Versailles Peace Treaty. Depending on the target region, German officials supported ethnic newspapers, German language teaching, academic exchanges and art exhibitions in order to facilitate Germany’s commercial expansion (Latin America, South Eastern Europe), to maintain its territorial claims in formerly German lands (Eastern Europe) or to overcome its isolation and thereby restore its ability to argue its grievances from within the family of nations (the Western Allies).

The historiography on German cultural diplomacy is characterised by absences and imbalances. For one, we continue to underestimate the sophistication and nuance of Weimar public diplomacy, particularly with regard to the United States. Historians have focused almost exclusively on Weimar’s economic and financial – not cultural – diplomacy. While we know that Stresemann and other German officials successfully used economic diplomacy to improve relations with a newly important United States, we know little about how they used Germany’s rich cultural heritage to the same end. As a
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consequence, we not only fail to appreciate the breadth of German policies towards a politically isolationist United States, but also run the danger of mistaking abrasive and political forms of German propaganda (such as the well-researched and deeply racist ‘black horror’ campaign) as representative of Weimar public diplomacy. Ignoring the cultural dimension of Germany’s Amerikapolitik thus feeds into old stereotypes which cast the Weimar Republic as unable to rise above revisionist propaganda and develop a constructive way to market itself at home and abroad.5

Moreover, the development of German cultural diplomacy is too often understood in a national, rather than a European or global, context. Accordingly, the rapid expansion of cultural diplomacy as a new policy field in the 1920s is usually attributed to the continuance of wartime propaganda traditions as well as Germany’s ambition to use its remaining cultural capital to offset its loss of hard power.6 But the experiences of the 1920s, especially Weimar Germany’s salient conflict with France, also shaped the development of cultural diplomacy in profound ways. While certain aspects of Germany’s cultural representation (such as its participation in world’s fairs) have long been understood as an element of great power rivalry, and while most studies do mention the importance of French efforts, the overall influence of French competition on the intensity, methods and ultimately objectives of German cultural diplomacy has not been systematically evaluated.7 Frank Trommler’s recent call to understand the history of German cultural diplomacy as a reciprocal and dialectic process across borders has so far not been heeded, at least not with regard to the interwar years.8 This is especially unsatisfying because historians of Franco-US relations have long established the significance of France’s intense efforts to retain American sympathies vis-à-vis Germany after the Great War.9 Robert Young has even spoken of a ‘Franco-German battle for American affections’. Yet the German side of this ‘battle’, and hence its reciprocal dynamics, remain obscure.

Based on research in German and US archives and focusing on state actors, this article makes three major points: first, it underlines France and Germany’s substantial use of cultural diplomacy in interwar politics. The decision to allocate comparatively large financial and organisational resources to a hitherto small policy field reflected both countries’ economic and political crises, which could be solved only with
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US help. Their pursuit of very different and often incompatible visions of post-war Europe forced French and German officials to expand their traditional diplomatic toolkit and to subject cultural relations to foreign policy concerns. Second, the article uses the Franco-German case to explore the mechanisms of mutual observation and emulation, calling attention to the international and transnational dynamics of cultural diplomacy. Educators and diplomats in each country closely monitored the other’s efforts and, commonly overestimating their rival’s successes, adopted similar practices. As will be shown, the expansion of European cultural diplomacy in the interwar years was the result of shared feelings of crisis, starkly competing ambitions and the rapid circulation of ideas and practices. Finally, the article reminds us that European interwar politics must be understood in a wider international context. The relative decline of Europe and the rise of new powers like the United States informed European approaches. In the end, the United States’s key financial involvement in, and its political withdrawal from, interwar Europe helped re-direct European attention to the seemingly ‘non-political’ field of culture.

After a brief retrospect on the origins of German cultural diplomacy, the article explores these issues in three parts. It first highlights the years 1919–24 as an influential and often overlooked moment in the emergence of German cultural diplomacy, during which French competition proved of paramount importance. It then looks at the development of transatlantic student exchanges from the mid-1920s as an instructive case study and highlights the pivotal role the United States played in shaping reciprocal forms of cultural outreach. The article concludes by using the Franco–German case study to arrive at broader insights into the dynamics which shaped the evolution of state-driven cultural diplomacy in interwar Europe.

The Origins of German Cultural Diplomacy

As a foreign policy field German cultural diplomacy developed truly only in the 1920s. Yet its roots go back to at least the late nineteenth century. Early efforts owed much to the cultural zeal and imperialist vision of Germany’s educated bourgeois classes (Bildungsbürgertum). Accelerating around the turn of the century, German teachers, professors, physicians and lawyers (tacitly supported by ministerial officials) founded a host of ‘international organisations’ (Auslandsvereine) to promote German culture and language abroad. Cultural promotion, they hoped, would help Wilhelminian Germany secure its ‘rightful place’ in the world and bolster its commercial and political influence vis-à-vis imperial rivals like France and the United Kingdom.10 While such ambitions focused largely on China, Latin America and the crumbling Ottoman Empire, private and official groups were also active in the United States, where they hoped to use existing cultural ties to salvage the declining transatlantic relationship. The establishment of one of the world’s first professorial exchanges between Harvard University and the University of Berlin (1905) and the dispatching of German professors to reach out to German-Americans (after 1906) illustrate Berlin’s, especially Emperor Wilhelm II and the Prussian Ministry of Culture’s, budding interest in cultivating cultural relations with the new great power across the Atlantic.11 For the first time, the German state tried to capitalise on the myriad transatlantic connections which had been forged in the previous century through emigration, the thousands of American students educated at German universities and the high regard which German music enjoyed among US elites.12 Still, these efforts remained relatively haphazard and often disconnected from larger foreign policy agendas. The German Foreign Ministry in particular did not develop a


The Great War and its aftermath profoundly changed this situation. From the first, all belligerents understood the war as a cultural conflict that had to be fought, too, for the emotional and moral allegiance of the neutral world, especially the United States. Within months of August 1914 the main European powers had established propaganda offices (the Zentralstelle für Auslandsdienst in Berlin, the Bureau de Presse in Paris and Wellington House in London), which focused not only on press or picture propaganda but also drew on artists, writers and academics to mobilise sympathies across the Atlantic. If wartime exigencies had already prompted Germany to expand its commitment to public diplomacy, its abject failure to sway US opinion strongly reinforced this trend. Indeed, German attempts to preach the superior value of German culture and activate ethnic ties in the United States proved not only ineffective but counterproductive. They alienated even sympathetic Americans, marked German-Americans as a potential enemy within, and – in light of wartime German atrocities – helped turn an once admired German culture into a disdained 'Kultur'. With the US entry in the war in April 1917, German politicians like future Foreign Minister Gustav Stresemann began to dissect German public relations failures and to call for systematic and state-funded efforts to restore Germany’s ‘distorted image’ in the world. The founding of a ‘cultural desk’ at the German Foreign Ministry just a few months later attests to this budding commitment to cultural diplomacy.

Pre-war traditions and wartime developments aside, German cultural diplomacy was only truly institutionalised after 1918. This process cannot be understood outside of the context of Germany’s post-war crisis. While German victory might well have stifled calls for a concerted public diplomacy – as it did in the United Kingdom – German defeat had precisely the opposite effect. Internationally isolated and bereft of its former territorial, commercial and military strength, Germany’s cultural standing now appeared one of the few remaining reservoirs of international prestige and one of the few available means to reclaim its great power status. After November 1918 ministerial officials, politicians, academics and journalists came to hope that a more careful and concerted use of Germany’s ‘soft power’ might help offset its loss of ‘hard power’. Not surprisingly, then, the establishment of a Department of Cultural Affairs (Kulturabteilung) was one of the true novelties of the 1919/20 reforms of the German Foreign Ministry. Its task was to systematically cultivate Germany’s remaining intangible assets, including the sympathies of the German diaspora and the prestige bound up in the country’s technological, musical and scientific achievements.

And yet, while the founding of the Department of Cultural Affairs was an unprecedented step towards a new field of international politics, it was hardly, at least at this point, a genuine re-orientation of German foreign policy. For one, as German policy makers pondered how to re-establish a German presence in the world, cultural diplomacy was neither their only, nor their preferred option. Enthusiasm for a cultural approach trailed notably behind enthusiasm for a ‘forceful’ political propaganda to serve Germany’s primary foreign policy interest: the revision of

13 German Consulate Chicago to German Embassy Washington, 23 Sept. 1908, PA AA, Kaiserlich Deutsche Botschaft in Washington, No. 461.
20 Düwell, Deutschlands auswärtige Kulturpolitik, 78.
After the First World War the United States became of paramount importance to Germany’s revisionist foreign policy. A fairly minor actor in Europe before the war, the United States’s financial strength and its role as Allied creditor gave it a unique position in post-war European politics, especially in one of its most central and contentious issues: the reparations question. Left unsettled by the peace treaty, the total amount and annuities of German reparations payments to the victors was never a merely financial question. Rather the issue stood at the very centre of Europe’s crisis-ridden efforts to establish a stable post-war order and, as such, at the heart of competing French and German ambitions. A large reparations total and high annuities would significantly weaken Germany’s economic resurgences and, by extension, its return to a half-hegemonic position in Europe. Since any reparations deal required the involvement of the United States, France and Germany both looked for US support in their respective efforts to enforce/dismantle the Versailles order. In Paris, as in Berlin, how to retain/win the sympathies of an increasingly isolationist American public became a question of great significance.

In Berlin at least, just how to go about this was far from clear. Despite the widely acknowledged importance of the United States, Weimar Germany had no strategy of how to win over the US public, let alone one that gave precedence to cultural diplomacy. Larger policy considerations were partly to blame. Indeed, German policy makers were initially confident that US economic interest in a stable Europe would by itself effect a timely US mediation in the reparations question. Only when US involvement remained elusive – in particular after the US Senate’s refusal to ratify the Versailles peace treaty in early 1920 – did German leaders identify the United States’s hostile public opinion as a primary foreign policy concern. Even then, however, they failed to see what Germany could actually do to improve US sentiment. One of the main problems was that Americans, having been the primary targets of international and domestic propaganda during the war, were sensitive ‘almost to the point of obsession’ (as one British observer remarked in 1919) about any, especially any German, attempts to influence them. Moreover, the war had eroded the transatlantic ties grown through a century of ethnic and academic migration. Germany’s language, science and culture had been stigmatised, its existing cultural organisations closed and its traditional advocates, German-Americans, stripped of their voice and ethnic identity. The war, ambassador Wiedfeldt lamented in 1923, has ‘cut all ties’ and left Germany with ‘nothing’. Under these circumstances, Berlin at first settled on revisionist propaganda (such as agitation against the ‘black horror’), which it conducted through ostensibly private front organisations. By contrast, cultural initiatives were discussed, if at all, in barely enthusiastic terms as a potential ‘substitute’ for the ‘almost hopeless

23 See, for example, German Embassy Washington to AA, 18 Oct. 1922, PA AA, R 80134.
24 Quoted from Taylor, *The Projection of Britain*, 68.
26 German Embassy Washington to AA, 20 July 1923, PA AA, R 80296.
endeavour of open propaganda'.

Faced with US suspicions and affected by a lack of expertise, partners and opportunity, German cultural diplomats struggled to find their way to constructive activity after the war.

That they eventually did owed much to their close observation of what the French were doing to retain US sympathies. Indeed, the early 1920s saw a veritable flood of German memoranda, missives, pamphlets and newspaper articles on the real and imagined advances of the French rival. To be sure, France had long been recognised and admired as a pioneer of cultural diplomacy. Even before the war, large private organisations like the Alliance Française (est. 1883) had sought to expand the great prestige and influence which French art, language, fashion, lifestyle and vacations enjoyed with American elites. German observers always marvelled at the zeal and the unity of purpose that seemed to animate French cultural missionaries. But France was also among the first countries to officially subsidise and coordinate such activities. In 1910 the National Office for French Universities and Schools (Office National des Universités et Écoles Françaises; ONUEF) was opened to more systematically cultivate academic relations in the national interest. This infrastructure was expanded and professionalised after 1914. In January 1920 a cultural diplomacy hub at the Quai d’Orsay, the French Works Abroad Service (Service des Œuvres Françaises à l’Étranger; SOFE), was founded to support not only academic relations, but also sports events, tourism and art exhibitions. Alongside new international offices at French universities, national tourist organisations and bilateral friendship societies, the SOFE sought to use France’s connections and cultural radiance to maintain, in the cultural field, the gains of a hard-won victory.

Not surprisingly, these French developments received significant German attention. The annual French parliamentary debates on the cultural budget were closely followed in Berlin, as were France’s efforts to capitalise on its long-standing cultural ties and its wartime alliance with Americans. German diplomats took meticulous note of the frequent visits of French war heroes to the United States, the large number of Franco–American war commemorations as well as the courteous treatment of American visitors to France and their ‘invariable’ tour of the battlefields and devastated regions. At the same time, German observers recognised that francophile US organisations like the American Legion or the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace were hardly less invested in Franco–American amity than Paris. In fact, much of France’s cultural clout and the public sympathy it enjoyed seemed to rest with elite American women, who, German diplomats believed, were by their nature more susceptible to the ‘shallow elegance’ of French culture (which was itself
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32 For an early but concise presentation of French cultural diplomacy from the nineteenth century onward, see Ruth Emily McMurry and Muna Lee, The Cultural Approach: Another Way in International Relations (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1947), 9–34; see also the studies cited in fn 9.
33 See, for example, Aufzeichnung VI W 2640 (on French budget 1930), ca. Dec. 1929, PA AA, R 61187.
often gendered feminine).\textsuperscript{35} The German consul general in New York tellingly referred to a charity fashion show put on by the American Committee for Devastated France as ‘yet another piece of French propaganda’\textsuperscript{36} Even as disagreements over disarmament and war debt began to strain Franco–US relations in the early 1920s, and even as Paris itself bemoaned its declining influence in the United States, German observers never doubted the allure of French culture, the continued emotional power of wartime alliances or the skill and devotion of those Americans and Frenchmen who sought to maintain them.\textsuperscript{37} Nor did they doubt the essentially anti-German character of these efforts. German diplomatic correspondence habitually portrayed heiress Anne Morgan, President of the American Committee for Devastated France, as a raging Germanophobe, while Ambassador Wiedfeldt characterised Georges Clemenceau’s informal 1922 tour of the United States as ‘a diplomatic assault on Germany’\textsuperscript{38}.

German trepidations about pro-French efforts (including seemingly trivial ones like fashion shows) point to a number of German assumptions about US society. First and foremost, they speak to the belief that US public opinion was particularly influential in shaping US foreign policy and that, given its aversion to European politics and the allegedly disproportionate public influence of women, it was best reached by emotional and cultural appeals.\textsuperscript{39} But German concerns also attest to the paranoid state of mind in the early 1920s. While competition had long shaped Franco–German relations, post-war antagonisms led Germans to overstate both the menace and malice of the French ‘enemy’, a term which was used in diplomatic correspondence until the mid-1920s. In light of the two countries’ competing ambitions, transatlantic relations were often seen as a zero-sum game, where every French gain in US sympathies invariably translated into a German loss. Accordingly, even routine French courtesies could easily be blown out of proportion and could appear part of a sinister, quasi-Machiavellian plot. As Paul Rühlmann, a member of the Foreign Ministry’s wartime propaganda office, noted in representative hyperbole in 1919, ‘in the end French cultural propaganda is not pure, real cultural propaganda, but power politics under the cloak of cultural policy, often so skilfully draped that its true purpose – world domination – is hardly discernible’.\textsuperscript{40}

The obsessive attention to French efforts shaped Weimar cultural diplomacy from the very first. The creation of the Foreign Ministry’s Department of Cultural Affairs in 1920, the German Tourism Promotion Bureau (Reichszentrale für deutsche Verkehrswerbung, est. 1920), the Union of German Universities (Verband der deutschen Hochschulen, est. 1920) and the Germany Academy (Deutsche Akademie, the forerunner of the Goethe Institut, est. 1923) were all premised on French competition.\textsuperscript{41} This is not to suggest that these organisations conducted a concerted, let alone successful cultural diplomacy. From the beginning, initiatives to capitalise on the remnants of Germany’s cultural prestige in the United States through musical performances, academic guest lectures and American tourism foundered on a lack of funds, experience and public goodwill.\textsuperscript{42} While France built on the momentum of the Great War’s emotional and moral alliances, Germany felt constantly

\textsuperscript{35} Paul Rühlmann, for example, commented on the international ‘magnetism’ of French culture which combined ‘a typical French gaiety and affability with womanlike pliability (frauenhafter Schmiegssamkeit)’, see Rühlmann, ‘Französische und Deutsche Kulturpropaganda’.

\textsuperscript{36} German Consulate General New York to AA, 12 Apr. 1923, PA AA, R 80295.

\textsuperscript{37} German Embassy Washington to AA, 30 Jan. 1925, PA AA, R 64887; German Consulate General San Francisco to AA, 6 Dec. 1927, PA AA, R 61130; on Franco–American differences, Kaylor, ‘How They Advertised France’, 371.

\textsuperscript{38} German Embassy Washington to AA, 27 Dec. 1922, PA AA, R 80295; German Embassy Washington to AA, 7 June 1924, PA AA, R 60447.

\textsuperscript{39} German Embassy Washington to AA, 15 Sept. 1924, PA AA, R 80297.

\textsuperscript{40} Paul Rühlmann, Kulturpropaganda. Grundsätzliche Darlegungen und Auslandsbeobachtungen (Charlottenburg: Deutsche Verlagsgesellschaft für Politik und Geschichte, 1919), 15.

\textsuperscript{41} See, for example, Düwell, Deutschlands auswärtige Kulturpolitik, 42; Michels, Von der Deutschen Akademie, 12; on German tourism and the Franco-American context see Elisabeth Piller, ‘Managing Imponderables: The Rise of U.S. Tourism and the Transformation of German Diplomacy, 1890–1933’, Diplomatic History, 44, 1 (2020), 47–75.

\textsuperscript{42} These obstacles are covered in more detail in Elisabeth Piller, Selling Weimar: German Public Diplomacy and the United States, 1918–1933 (Stuttgart: Steiner, 2021), Chapter 3; for the irreconcilable attitude of many German academics see
dragged down by the deadweight of recent enmity. And yet German observations of France in the early 1920s set important precedents which would shape German cultural diplomacy for decades to come. Apart from the establishment of the above-mentioned organisations this was true in two ways. For one, the fact that France was so serious about cultural diplomacy increased its acceptance among the traditionally conservative and initially sceptical German Foreign Service. As French efforts forced German diplomats to worry about mundane matters like guest lecturers at Harvard, American tourists in Paris or fashion shows in New York, cultural relations acquired a foreign policy significance they had not previously held. Moreover, it was in response to French successes and blunders that Berlin slowly moved away from wartime propaganda traditions and towards a cultural course of action in the United States.

Although the embrace of cultural diplomacy was a gradual process, Germany’s ‘year of crises’ in 1923 proved a catalyst for this development. The French occupation of the Ruhr in January 1923 in response to German reparations defaults escalated the reparations struggle, reinforced Berlin’s hope for a US intervention, intensified German paranoia about French propaganda – and brought the young republic close to economic and political ruin. Yet, paradoxically, this time of intense strain forged a stronger commitment to a seemingly elusive subject like cultural diplomacy, and did so by building on the French example in two different but complementary ways. For one, a notable French blunder in the spring of 1923 once more illustrated the limits of political propaganda. Faced with mounting US criticism over the Ruhr occupation, the French consulate in New York had strayed from Ambassador Jusserand’s cautious course and established a French Bureau of Information to more aggressively advertise French positions. The result, however, was an almost instantaneous backlash in the US press. Commenting on this rare French misstep, German Ambassador Wiedfeldt found US opposition to foreign influences steadily rising and noted that if such was the rejection to befall a recent ally, any German propaganda was entirely out of the question. As he concluded in his long report a few months later, ‘propaganda is only disadvantageous in this country’.

At the same time, France continued to demonstrate the value of a cultural approach not as a mere ‘substitute’ for propaganda but as a valuable strategy in and of itself. As the German ambassador informed Berlin, clearly with French efforts in mind, ‘since we cannot hope to reach 110 million people through grand propaganda like talks, films or newspapers . . . without running the danger of being charged with ‘German Propaganda’ and thereby suffocating the hopeful seedlings of a more favourable climate of opinion, we are mostly left with entering into personal relations with influential people and explaining to them how things are’. Importanty, by mid-1923 this assessment was also shared by the German Foreign Ministry’s influential American Department. As one of its memoranda noted, American ‘war psychosis’ remained strong and could not be overcome ‘by “propaganda” alone’. Rather it would take careful cultivation of personal and cultural ties to slowly erase US francophilia and provide public resonance for Germany’s revisionist ambitions. Ironically, it was at the very
height of Germany’s post-war crisis that Berlin began to see more clearly the limitations of ‘propaganda’ and to move slowly but surely to embrace a cultural approach à la française.

Whether this shift would have withstood continued US apathy is impossible to say. As things developed, the policy shift was reinforced by a decisive change in US sentiment during the fall of 1923, when Germany’s near economic and political collapse as well as rising criticism of French occupation policy engendered the long-awaited US intervention in the reparations question. The 1924 Dawes Plan provided a workable reparations schedule and paved the way for US loans, which facilitated German recovery and spelt ‘the end of French predominance in Europe’ (Schuker). While US involvement was the result of its economic and political interest in a stable Europe – not German actions – the experiences of the early 1920s proved more seminal to the development of German cultural diplomacy than is usually acknowledged. While little happened in terms of initiatives, the post-war years forged a stronger official commitment to cultural initiative and a sharper distinction from wartime ‘propaganda’. This shift was profoundly influenced by Germany’s constant observation of its French rival. For Germany, France became a mirror and a place of self-diagnosis, which brought into sharp relief its own inadequacies while also offering a window onto and a blueprint for a more successful future. To be sure, this pattern applied also to other regions of the world, but the new economic weight of the United States and its fear of political entanglements provided particularly strong incentives to act on these insights.

The Transatlantic Origins of Student Exchange, 1925–30

The end of the post-war reparations crisis in 1924 and the Locarno Accords of 1925 ushered in a more constructive phase of Weimar cultural diplomacy. A period of fairly stable government, moderate prosperity and international détente allowed Berlin to apply the lessons of the post-war years. At the same time, its foreign policy continued to be shaped by concerns for US opinion and French rivalry. Convinced that the Dawes reparations settlement would soon have to be revised, Germany continued to depend on the support of the United States and, as Ambassador Wiedfeldt concluded in November 1924, ‘whether it [the United States] wants to help us and in how far it may, will depend on the attitude of the American administration and the climate of opinion in the country’. The US climate of opinion, however, would still develop vis-à-vis France, which held – all efforts at Franco–German reconciliation aside – contrary positions on reparations, occupation and disarmament. As Foreign Minister Stresemann sought to peacefully undo the Versailles order he thus sought to concile and cooperate with France just as he continued to compete with it for US favour. This policy he pursued not only by economic but also by cultural means.

This cultural dimension of Weimar’s emerging Amerikapolitik is best illustrated by the rapid expansion of student exchanges and study abroad programmes after the mid-1920s. Within just a few years the German Foreign Ministry (building on private initiative, to be sure) established a student-focused academic diplomacy. In particular, it supported and increasingly oversaw organisations like the Academic Exchange Service, which began to exchange American and German students in 1924, as well as the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation, which provided fellowships to ‘talented and German-friendly’ international students from 1925. While these two organisations were

52 German Embassy Washington to AA, 20 July 1923, PA AA, R 80296.
53 German Embassy Washington to AA, 15 Nov. 1924, PA AA, R 80136.
54 The Locarno era gave rise to numerous private cultural initiatives to bridge the Franco-German divide, see Hans Manfred Bock, ed., Französische Kultur im Berlin der Weimarer Republik. Kultureller Austausch und diplomatische Beziehungen (Tübingen: Narr, 2005); Guido Müller, Europäische Gesellschaftsbeziehungen nach dem Ersten Weltkrieg. Das Deutsch-Französische Studienkomitee und der Europäische Kulturbund (München: Oldenbourg, 2005).
55 On German academic diplomacy and transatlantic relations in the 1920s, see Wala, ‘Gegen eine Vereinzelung’.
outwardly represented by professorial committees to avoid charges of ‘propaganda’, they were heavily subsidised by the German government and by the late 1920s understood themselves as ‘handmaidens of foreign policy’. Both organisations were to identify future elites abroad, bring them in contact with their German peers and instil in them a belief in Germany’s cultural grandeur as well as the legitimacy of its revisionist demands. At German universities, students and educators supported this policy through a host of new international clubs, houses and vacation courses. At this point it should be acknowledged that cooperation between official and private actors had little to do with state control or official directives. In fact, German academic organisations (even those receiving state subsidies) tended to disregard official ambitions whenever they did not align with their own. Rather, the state-private partnership rested on mutual objectives and priorities. Although many non-state academic diplomats were motivated by internationalist convictions, even the most liberal among them shared in the revisionist consensus of their time. In their minds, student mobility served a dual purpose: to facilitate international understanding and to convince foreign elites of the need for revision. It was this combination of nationalist ambition and internationalist enthusiasm (what Peter Weber has called the ‘national internationalism of Weimar Germany’) that forged a basis of cooperation between private and official groups, and aided the rapid development of academic diplomacy in the 1920s. By the end of the decade, the annual number of exchange students had grown from just thirteen in 1924 to 150, the number of Humboldt fellows to about sixty-five and the number of international offices at German universities from one or two to about twenty-five. In 1930 the German Foreign Ministry united all of these activities in the hands of the German Academic Exchange Service – today the world’s largest academic exchange organisation.

The rapid development of this new policy field cannot be understood without accounting for the paramount role played by the United States. Initially, many of these German efforts were directed exclusively or predominantly at American students. Into the 1930s Americans constituted by far the largest group of exchange students to Germany and, despite their prosperity, also the second largest group of Humboldt fellows. The greatly expanding number of summer and language courses at German universities catered especially to Americans, while academic programmes like the Junior Year in Munich (founded in 1929) did so exclusively. While overall numbers remained modest by the standard of Cold War-era exchange programmes, in the 1920s no other country figured as prominently in Germany’s international educational efforts as did the United States. This initial geographical focus on the United States was by no means ‘largely coincidental’, as scholars have argued. On the contrary, it reflected key assumptions about German soft power and French competition, as well as US culture and society.

In explaining this development it must first be noted that the pursuit of academic diplomacy was in many respects an obvious choice for Germans at the time. Next to music and the German diaspora, Wissenschaft was widely considered the most important element of German soft power. During the

62 Düwell, Deutschlands auswärtige Kulturpolitik, 175.
64 Laitenberger, Akademischer Austausch, 175; Impekoven, Die Alexander von Humboldt-Stiftung, 118.
65 Friedrich Heilbron (former director of the Kulturabteilung), ‘Hochschule und auswärtige Politik’, in Michael Doeberl et al., eds., Das Akademische Deutschland, Vol 3 (1930), 143–52.
nineteenth century German universities had attracted students from all over the world, including 10,000 Americans.66 If the belief in Germany’s unique scientific and academic standing had already undergirded pre-war initiatives like the transatlantic professorial exchange, the post-war crisis made Germans all the more eager to embrace their ‘scientific world reputation.’67 As the famous theologian Adolf von Harnack noted in 1920, ‘before the war, Germany’s standing rested on its military power, its industry (and commerce) and its Wissenschaft. . . . Now our military power is destroyed, industry and commerce are profoundly weakened, but Wissenschaft . . . still stands.’68 The founding of scientific organisations like the Emergency Association of German Science (Notgemeinschaft der deutschen Wissenschaft, today the German Research Foundation, Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft) in 1920 or the introduction of an academic relations desk at the German Foreign Ministry’s Department of Cultural Affairs in 1926 attest to the desire to use Germany’s remaining scientific prestige to recapture its international standing.

Yet Germany’s focus on academic and scientific relations was clearly intensified by French competition, real and imagined. During and after the war, France systematically drew on its universities and scientific institutes to expand its cultural influence in the world.69 In the United States, French officials and educators extended visiting professorships and French language teaching, inaugurated transatlantic fellowships, supported American francophiles in establishing study abroad programmes (like the Junior Year Abroad), simplified college admissions and accreditation procedures and developed ambitious international housing projects like the Cité International Universitaire in Paris.70 The increase of American students to France, from 1,348 in 1921 to 4,000 in 1925, caused great apprehension in Germany. In German minds, French commitment to international education seemed yet another attempt to pry Americans loose from the last vestiges of German cultural influence and turn Paris, rather than Berlin, into the capital of the academic world.71

The success of French activities – especially irksome in light of Germany’s perceived scientific superiority – fuelled the expansion of parallel German efforts. German professors and science organisers closely followed and often toured French innovations in the field and urged the adoption of similar measures, lest Germany fall irrevocably behind.72 The Junior Year in Paris, the Cité Internationale Universitaire and the language and civilisation courses at French universities had by the end of the decade all inspired similar German facilities.73 After the mid-1920s French inroads thus provided an important motivation as well as an organisational blueprint for German academic

---
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diplomacy. Equally important, they served as a mobilising strategy. German educators and diplomats alike realised that in light of the widespread anti-French sentiment, mentioning French advances was the single most effective way to overcome conservative opposition to allegedly ‘internationalist’ endeavours like student exchanges. To secure the cooperation of intransigent nationalists, German diplomats regularly and successfully played the ‘French card’.74 In the 1920s the rapid ministerial, parliamentary and public commitment to costly and untested academic initiatives owed much to the legitimacy and urgency this field acquired via French competition.

And yet by themselves neither Germany’s belief in its academic soft power nor French competition sufficiently explain the rapid expansion of German academic diplomacy and the specific focus on student exchange after the mid-1920s. Rather, this expansion reflected the importance of the United States to German foreign policy as well as key German assumptions about US society and the (dismal) state of US culture.

Indeed, German officials and educators alike believed that US universities offered a particularly fruitful place to shape US opinion. As the German professor of economics Gerhart von Schulze-Gaevernitz wrote to the Foreign Ministry after his US lecture tour in 1924, ‘after all I consider the influencing of [US] universities – given the lack of any other aristocratic class – a more important field for the formation of public opinion in the long run; it is likely that from them a reversal in favor of a just reorganisation of Europe (in terms of the armistice) will emanate and assert itself’.75 In the atmosphere of the 1920s, efforts focusing on the allegedly ‘non-political’ field of culture seemed an effective way to reach Americans, who – all anxieties about ‘foreign entanglements’ aside – were more eager than ever to tour, study and shop in Europe.76 From this perspective, reciprocally or commercially organised academic programmes like student exchanges or vacation courses seemed to offer a particularly promising means to engage an otherwise suspicious American public.

This insight was reinforced by the widespread notion of US cultural inferiority. In spite of US economic pre-eminence, the long-standing German conviction that the United States was essentially devoid of culture, or, at best, was a culture in the making, flourished in the interwar period.77 Although Germans wisely abstained from voicing such opinions all too openly, many never came to see the United States as an academic or cultural equal. Ambassador Wiedfeldt, for example, encouraged student exchanges not because he saw any value in studying at a US university but because he saw value in studying the United States.78 For Germans, US cultural deficiencies and the country’s ‘youth’ seemed a unique opportunity to mould the cultural affinities, and hopefully the foreign politics, of a newly important power. This partly explains the German shift of emphasis from a pre-war exchange of professors to a post-war one of students. Given the disappointments of the war (i.e. the anti-German position taken by many former US exchange professors), American students – at a more impressionable age and less burdened by wartime memories – seemed a more promising object for Germany’s trust and prestige building measures.79 In short, it was in part the United States’s peculiar status as a ‘culturally backward’ great power that prompted Germans to place special emphasis on academic diplomacy.

Last but not least, over the course of the 1920s Americans emerged as ideal partners when it came to academic exchange. Following the Great War, US internationalists began to see international education as a particularly promising means to facilitate elite reconciliation. After about 1924 organisations
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like the Institute of International Education (IIE, est. 1919) sought to reintegrate Germany into the academic world and to pacify its future leaders. It was in no small part the commitment and enthusiasm of men like Stephen Duggan, director of the IIE, that helped expand the student exchanges from 1923/24 onward and reinforced the German attention on the United States.  

Beyond any state interest, the dynamic development of German–American student exchanges thus rested on transatlantic internationalist networks, whose primary concerns were not international competition but international reform and cooperation. Apart from salient foreign policy interests, the interplay of these different factors – French competition, German cultural prejudice and cultural internationalist networks – explains why German academic diplomacy focused so heavily on the United States.

Importantly, too, these academic programmes had a much broader legacy. Although German successes never matched those of France in the 1920s, academic contacts intensified greatly, forging many a personal friendship and perhaps hastening the German–American rapprochement of the late 1920s. In addition, these academic programmes created an enduring network of transatlantic partners (educators, philanthropists, students), who often remained committed to German–American understanding beyond 1933, and even 1945. No less important, the transatlantic exchange programmes shaped the growth, direction and legitimacy of seminal organisations like the German Academic Exchange Service. In the 1920s German elites’ belief in Germany’s academic superiority, their fear of French competition and the special promise of a peculiar US situation came together to forge one of the most important fields of German cultural diplomacy. The reciprocal set-up of student exchange – partly decided on to appease US pride and suspicion after the Great War – has since proven highly adaptable to Germany’s ‘modern’ cultural diplomacy, emphasising cultural exchange over cultural expansion. In this way, the 1920s United States has had a lasting impact on German cultural diplomacy well into the twenty-first century.

Franco–German Competition and the European Dynamics of Cultural Diplomacy

These developments illustrate some of the key dynamics of state-sponsored European cultural diplomacy in the 1920s. In particular, they point to patterns of mutual observation, transnational circulation and international emulation, which drove the rapid growth of cultural diplomacy in interwar Europe. While the focus has so far been on the German side of the story, French educators, tourist boosters and diplomats watched German developments with no less care and concern. Yet they arrived at very different conclusions. Whereas Germans long considered their own efforts dismal and inadequate, the French perceived a wide-ranging and in many respects superior German campaign. For example, while Germans regularly complained about German-Americans being politically
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immature and ‘useless’, the French saw them as a formidable power that systematically poisoned US attitudes against them.\textsuperscript{85} If anything, French apprehensions only grew stronger over the course of the 1920s. The American–German rapprochement of the late 1920s put an end to France’s favoured wartime position and was, in French minds, partly due to Germany’s concerted public outreach. By 1929 the ‘German threat’ regarding US investors, tourists and students took considerable room in French public and parliamentary debate and led to significant increases in the French public diplomacy budget.\textsuperscript{86} Special projects like plans for a Palais de France to be built in New York City or the enthusiastic French celebration of the George Washington Bicentennial in 1932 expressed this sense of competition. As the German Ambassador to Washington characterised the situation in January 1930, ‘the more Germany’s political and cultural position in the United States is re-won, the more intense grow third-party [French and Polish] efforts to influence American sentiment and make sure that the peace will continue to be interpreted according to the one-sided sense of the victors’.\textsuperscript{87} Little wonder then, that such renewed French efforts inspired yet another round of German initiatives, including – in spite of the Great Depression – the founding of the Goethe Institut in 1932.\textsuperscript{88}

Looking at both sides of this Franco–German competition offers broader insights into the dialectic development of interwar cultural politics as well as their underlying pathology. Indeed, one is struck by the often irrational nature of the two countries’ mutual perceptions. Of course, French and German observations were not entirely inaccurate. Both countries did mount considerable and politically inspired cultural campaigns. Yet the very different perceptions of their success – paired with the tendency to (mis-)attribute even the most harmless cultural undertaking to official machinations – suggests that the French and German ‘threat’ was both real and imagined. This is also apparent from the wild claims and the emotional tone adopted in official reports and newspapers articles alike. For example, in April 1923 Das Zentrum, the organ of the Catholic Centre Party’s youth organisation, noted that France ‘has for decades waged a well-planned culture war against us [which it continues] without any interruption and scruples as well as with the most copious means. Its goal: Germany’s destruction.’\textsuperscript{89} A year later, the French L’homme libre found that ‘German propaganda has reached a frightening degree of finesse and scientific precision. Without any scruples, it pursues world domination even after German defeat.’\textsuperscript{90} As such hyperbole suggests, lingering paranoia continued to cloud judgments and fuel anxieties long after the war’s end. But the partly irrational nature of French and German fears is suggested also by their selective nature. For example, while German observers pored over French initiatives, the innovative and effective cultural promotions of Italy or Switzerland barely registered in Berlin. Not surprisingly, it was not the extent or success of a nation’s cultural diplomacy but its political implications that determined the attention it received. Accordingly, there was a strong correlation between France and Germany’s political and economic fortunes and the intensity of alarm over the other country’s activities. As world opinion on disarmament and reparations began to lean in German favour in the later 1920s, German diplomats and educators became notably more dismissive of French efforts, while the French became notably more concerned with German cultural diplomacy.\textsuperscript{91} In
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short, the French (and the German) cultural ‘threat’ ebbed and flowed with the state of international affairs. And while this is true for all threat perception in foreign relations, the fact that public diplomacy was built on so elusive a category as ‘public sentiment’ – neither stable nor (then) measurable – made it especially susceptible to interwar anxieties. It also underlines that despite France and Germany’s much discussed and often sincere efforts at reconciliation, their mutual mistrust never really subsided.92

Moreover, the ‘Franco–German battle for US affinities’, as Robert Young has called it, offers a window into the general dynamics of cultural diplomacy in the interwar period. By demonstrating the patterns of mutual observation, transnational circulation and international emulation it helps explain why cultural diplomacy became a field of European politics in the first place and how a common repertoire of practices evolved in just a few decades’ time. Indeed, Franco–German relations exemplify the dialectic development of cultural diplomacy. While German cultural diplomats and US Germanophiles copied French and Francophile initiatives (like the Junior Year Abroad or the Cité Universitaire), German actions in turn informed French efforts.93 This process of emulation was underpinned by the circulation of ideas and practices via international travel, embassy and consular missives, parliamentary debates and press articles; it was also furthered by international bodies including the League of Nations, the Carnegie Endowment and the International Confederation of Students, which published surveys on international academic initiatives and student mobility.94 But while internationalist visions motivated many interwar initiatives and helped circulate ideas and practices, it was national ambition that made cultural diplomacy a proper field of foreign policy across Europe.95 It was ultimately the advances of political rivals that overcame official inertia and helped secure funds, commitment and legitimacy, which might not otherwise have been forthcoming in the austere interwar years. The fear of falling behind or missing out on a potential new source of international influence set in motion a process whereby – far beyond just the French or German examples – one country’s innovative programme would soon be modified and adapted by another. When in 1934 the United Kingdom finally created a state-driven cultural diplomacy of its own, this step was prompted by the ‘German threat’ and modeled on the French example.96 Given the prevalence of national rivalries at the time, it was in this way that European governments adopted a common set of cultural diplomatic institutions and practices in the interwar years. While no European country had a state-run cultural diplomacy by 1900, nearly all of them did three decades later. Competition, in short, helps explain how and why cultural diplomacy became a widely practiced part of statecraft in the first place.

Finally, while this article sheds light on a broader mechanism – one observable, too, in other parts of the world – it also calls attention to the special role played by the United States. The rise of the new great power across the Atlantic clearly informed the emergence of European cultural diplomacies in the interwar years. The United States was a main target of European initiatives, whether they be French, German, British, Polish or Hungarian.97 Indeed, all differences aside, Europeans shared two things: a new financial dependence on the United States after the First World War and a belief in European cultural superiority.98 This combination – exacerbated by the United States’s well-publicised
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aversity to foreign propaganda – led many Europeans to follow in French and German footsteps and adopt a cultural approach to win US sympathies. Arguably, Europe’s manifest enthusiasm for transatlantic cultural exchanges in the interwar period expressed the desire to shape American opinions and the necessity to do so by unobtrusive means. The United States’s own cultural expansion, not least the well-funded initiatives of US internationalists, only reinforced this tendency. In this way, an allegedly isolationist United States profoundly shaped European (cultural) diplomacy after the First World War.
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